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INSIGHTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON LEXICOGRAPHY
Word
by
Word:
The
Secret
By Kory Stamper
New York: Pantheon Books, 2017. xiii + 296 pages
Reviewed by
Gerald Leonard Cohen
Missouri University of Science and Technology
This book presents the insights and observations on lexicography as
acquired by Merriam-Webster copy editor Kory Stamper over a period
of some twenty years. It does so with verve, humor, passion, and a
heavy dose of personal anecdotes (very welcome). This book isn’t
exactly an autobiography, but it comes close.
The observations/insights concern such matters as the enormous
time/effort/reflection that can go into defining a single word and the
potential minefield presented by the search for suitable verbal illustra
tions. The nuts-and-bolts work of a copy editor is not normally regarded
as interesting to a general readership, and yet Stamper does succeed in
bringing the subject to life.
Most important are the insights/observations which pertain to the
copyediting matters Stamper wrestled with personally, although she has
interesting comments to make in other areas too, e.g. the dating and
pronunciation of the lexical items. (The attempt of the pronunciation
editor to get the exact intonation of one particular item of profanity is
quite amusing; see p. 203). Here are a few sample quotes, although they
are best appreciated in their full context:
1)
Re: the silence required at the office,
pp. 15-16: ‘You must be temperamentally suited to sitting in near silence
for eight hours a day and working entirely alone. There will be other
people in the office—you will hear them shuffling papers and muttering
to themselves-but you will have almost no contact with them. In fact,
you are warned of this over and over again.’
p. 17 [Stamper sits alone in her cubicle all day thinking of words]:

‘There’s a good reason for the quiet. Lexicography is an intermingling
of science and art, and both require a commitment to silent concentra
tion.
‘...There is nothing worse than being just a syllable’s length away
from the perfect, Platonic ideal of the definition for “measly,” being able
to see it crouching in the shadows of your mind, only to have it skitter
away when your co-worker begins a long and loud conversation that
touches on the new coffee filters, his colonoscopy, and the chances that
the Sox will go all the way this year.’
[Then footnote]: ‘“Measly” is defined in the
Eleventh Edition,as “contemptibly small.” [Stamper’s colleague] Emily
Brewster thinks it might be the best definition in the whole book.’
2) Re: How to define words.
pp. 109-110: ‘The best way, our senior editors felt, to learn how to
define was to spend some time in quiet, reflective imitation. First we
begin by going through the fifty-odd pages of defining theory that Gil
and Steve have come up with over the years.’
p. 137: ‘Most people assume that long words or rare words are the
hardest to define because they are often the hardest to spell, say, and
remember. The truth is, they are usually a snap. “Schadenfreude” may
be difficult to spell, but it’s a cinch to define, because all the uses of it
are very, very semantically and syntactically clear.’
p. 137: ‘It’s not just the semantic fiddliness that causes lexicographers
pain. Some words, like “the” and “a,” are so small that we barely think
of them as words. ...A search for “the” in our in-house citation database
returns over one million hits, which sends the lexicographer into fits of
audible swearing, then weeping.’
p. 140: ‘It seems ludicrous -- all that futzing for “a”? No one pays
attention to little words like this. Everyone knows what they mean,...
Then again, debate over the meaning of “is” —one of the simplest words
in the English language —helped set in motion the impeachment of a
sitting U.S. president...:
PRESIDENT CLINTON: It depends on what the meaning of the
word “is” is. If “is” means is, and never has been, that is one thing. If

it means there is none, that was a completely true statement.
3) Stamper goes through a metamorphosis (prescriptivist to
descriptivist).
p. 36: ‘This [strict prescriptivist] attitude goes to extremes: an acquaint
ance recently shared with me his belief that when words gain new
meanings it is not just linguistic and educational degradation but an
active work of Evil (with a capital E) in our world....’
p. 37: Descriptivists, those anything-goes-hippies: we have seen their
work, and right-thinking people say to hell with them. Now, as a
lexicographer, you are one.’
p. 51: ‘We think of English as a fortress to be defended, but a better
analogy is to think of English as a child. We love and nurture it into
being, and once it gains gross motor skills, it starts going exactly where
we don’t want it to go: it heads right for the goddamned electrical
sockets. We dress it in fancy clothes and tell it to behave, and it comes
home with its underwear on its head and wearing someone else’s socks.
As English grows, it lives its own life, and this is right and healthy.
....we will never really be the boss of it. And that's why it flourishes.’
4) Re: The earlier need to standardize written Medieval English; the
development of the spoken language continued unabated.
p. 39: ‘Medieval Latin had one way to spell the word that we know as
“right”
{rectus)and Old French as used in English laws and literature
had six (...). Middle English, the form of English in use when it became
an official language of record, had a whopping
recorded
ways to spell “right”.’[Stamper lists them all on p. 39, fh. 1]
5) Strict rules to follow when preparing verbal illustrations.
p. 127: ‘.. .lexicographers.. .pay particular attention to the example
sentences and the definitions they are paired with. Which grabs you
first? If the definition, good, because that’s what people want. If the
example sentence, try again. The example sentence should be less
interesting than the definition.’

p. 130: ‘There are some fairly strict rules in place for writing verbal
illustrations. First and foremost, no jokes or anything that could be
possibly construed as a joke. Do not write <she’s just a harmless
drudge>at “drudge,” because there are only about fifty people in the
English-speaking world who will get that reference, and they are all
sitting within a twenty-five foot radius of you, worrying about their own
entries....’ [The reference is to Samuel Johnson’s definition of a
lexicographer as ‘a writer of dictionaries; a harmless drudge, that busies
himself in tracing the original, and detailing the signification of words’]
'You must excise all potential double entendres from the book; they
say that the best editors have a sharp, sharp eye and a filthy, filthy mind,
and they are right. Editors are, at heart twelve.... After a while you see
double entendres everywhere: you remove every single illustration at
“member” and “organ,” for obvious reasons,...’
p. 131: ‘Once you have removed all vestiges of fun from your illustra
tion, you must go through another pass and remove names. ... There is
no name under the sun that will not earn you some sort of abuse: write
<Mother Theresa was a
holywoman> and you’ll get people com
they don't want to have Catholicism crammed down their throats by the
dictionary.’
p. 131: ‘In addition to names, be very careful about pronouns and how
you apply them. ...Don’t even think of writing <he enjoys working on
his car>, you misogynist,...’
p. 107: ‘... “a campaign button showing the heads of a presidential
candidate and his running mate.” — [Stamper was told to strike ‘his’
from ‘running mate’ and make it gender neutral; a woman might some
day run for president.] ‘I was gobsmacked: here I was, a recent graduate
of a woman’s college, getting schooled on gendered language by
guy. And rightly so ....’
pp. 132-133: “‘You must avoid any hint of perceived bias anywhere in
the verbal illustration...Even something you consider to be as innocuous
as possible—<1 love pizza a
lot>— could end up game
criticism. Never mind that this illustrates “lot”; someone will write in
to ask, “How do you
lovepizza; are you a pervert?” [Stamper’s
footnote: ‘We hear an awful lot about the entry for “love.” I have

received some form of this complaint for years, though not specific to
pizza.’]
‘All this can send an editor skittering over the edge in their own
quietly unhinged way.’
pp. 134-135: ‘...overseeing my work was an excellent editor, but not one
who was free with compliments or encouragement....
‘One difficult afternoon I sent him an e-mail about a batch I was
copyediting, asking him for his thoughts on another editor’s verbal
illustration. He answered at length, crabbed and cantankerous, then
ended his miserere with an unlooked-for compliment: “‘Gobs’ —of all
things—perhaps is an example of your commendable creativity. You
took a difficult word, and created a sentence in which that particular
word looks at home.”
‘The verbal illustration I came up with was <has
of money>.
Perhaps idiomatic, short and utterly boring. I felt like I had finally
arrived.’
p. 136: [after a great, giddy sense of accomplishment upon finishing the
letter S]: ‘Sadly, lexicographers are not suited to survive extended
periods of giddiness. In the face of such woosey delight, the chances are
good that you will do something rash and brainless.’
6) Revising lexical items.
pp. 147-148: ‘A month, I have come to discover, is not that long in
lexicographical terms. [At the 2013 meeting of the Dictionary Society of
North America several attendees went out to dinner]: ‘...I announced to
the table that I had done “take” for the
and it had
taken me about a month.
‘Peter [Gilliver, OED] piped up. “I revised ‘run’” he said quietly, then
smiled. “It took me nine months.”
‘The table burst forth in a chorus of “Jesuses!”
But of
course it did. In the OED, “run” has over six hundred separate senses,
making the
Collegiate's“take” look like kid stuff.
‘I lifted my glass of wine from the other end of the table. “Here’s to
‘run,’” I said. “May it never come up for revision again in our
lifetimes.’”

My overall judgment is that
Wordis a delight to re
valuable contribution to understanding what all goes into lexicography.
Might I just add to the book’s chapter on etymology that a possible
solution to the origin of ‘posh’—a word discussed by Stamper at some
length~was proposed by etymologist J. Peter Maher (1985):
from
posh
’d up(in the speech of Londoners, especially Cockneys) from
polished
up.His suggestion seems worthy of consideration. And on
page 176 Stamper writes: ‘But the words that excite etymologists rarely
excite anyone else.’ Hmmm. There’s
dog, gung
ho,
eureka,and
kibosh,to name ju
But, hey, that’s a quibble. Her book remains a tour de force.
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